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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Natural Marble Waterjet Grey And White Brick Mosaic Tiles For Wall

Short Description: This waterjet stone mosaic features a charming gray

and white round flower pattern, as the waterjet chips are surrounded

by mini brick circle shapes. The grey and white mosaic tiles are made

from high-quality natural marble, renowned for its timeless beauty and

durability.

Model No.: WPM070A

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This natural marble waterjet grey and white brick mosaic tile is meticulously crafted using waterjet cutting

technology, resulting in a captivating blend of grey and white marble. The combination of natural marble and

the intricate brick pattern creates a visually striking design that will elevate the aesthetic of any wall in your

space. This waterjet stone mosaic features a charming gray and white round flower pattern, as the waterjet

chips are surrounded by mini brick circle shapes. The grey and white mosaic tiles are made from high-quality

natural marble, renowned for its timeless beauty and durability. The grey tones add depth and sophistication,

while the white marble brings a touch of elegance and brightness to the overall design. Each individual tile is

carefully cut using waterjet technology, ensuring precise shapes and clean lines. The versatility of these
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mosaic tiles allows for endless creativity in design. The brick pattern can be arranged horizontally, vertically, or

even diagonally to create unique and personalized installations.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Natural Marble Waterjet Grey And White Brick Mosaic Tiles For Wall

Model No.: WPM070A

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM070A

Color: White & Grey

Material Name: White Marble, Light Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM070B

Color: White & Dark Grey

Marble Name:White Marble, Dark Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM224

Color: White & Black

Marble Name:White Marble, Black Marble

Product Application

Waterjet cut gray and white marble mosaic is also suitable for various commercial applications, such as hotels,

spas, or retail stores. Whether used as a waterjet tile backsplash, gray mosaic tile pieces for floor and wall

installations, or in a variety of commercial spaces, these mosaic tiles can easily enhance the beauty of any

interior. Whether it's a feature wall in the living room, a backsplash in the kitchen, or an accent wall in the

hallway, the grey and white brick pattern will add a sense of style and sophistication to your space. Whether



used for shower walls, backsplashes, or as decorative accents, the elegant grey and white marble will elevate

the ambiance, creating a serene and luxurious atmosphere.

These grey and white mosaic tiles are also suitable for various commercial settings. From upscale hotels and

restaurants to trendy retail stores and offices, the sophisticated design and high-quality marble will leave a

lasting impression on customers and clients. The combination of grey and white tones makes them easy to

integrate into various color schemes and design styles, from contemporary to traditional.

FAQ

Q: What is the material used for the Grey and White Brick Mosaic Tiles?

A: These mosaic tiles are made from natural marble. The grey and white marble combination adds a stylish and

sophisticated touch to any wall.

Q: How are these stone mosaic tiles created?

A: These mosaic tiles are crafted using waterjet cutting technology. This advanced cutting technique allows for precise

and intricate brick patterns to be created from marble slabs, resulting in a visually captivating design.

Q: Are these Natural Marble Waterjet Grey And White Brick Mosaic Tiles For Wall suitable for both residential and

commercial settings?

A: These Natural Marble Waterjet Grey And White Brick Mosaic Tiles For Wall are versatile and can be used in various

settings, including homes, offices, hotels, restaurants, and retail spaces. The timeless beauty and elegance of the marble,

combined with the captivating brick pattern, make them a popular choice for both residential and commercial

applications.

Q: How do I install these Grey and White Brick Mosaic Tiles?



A: It is recommended to hire a professional installer for proper installation. These mosaic tiles are typically pre-mounted

on the mesh to facilitate easier installation and ensure proper alignment. Following a professional installer's instructions

and using appropriate adhesives are crucial for a successful installation.


